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Haus der Technik K. H. Rohev Diploma Physicist;
(House of Technology) F. J. •l•nig, Diploma ";nj7ineer,
No, 68, pages 25-34 Institute for Aerobiolo.7y of the

Fraunhofer Society (Registered
Society), Grafsebaft; and Karl
Bisa, Doctor of Lediclne and Di-
rectar of the Institute for Aero-
biology of the Fraunhofer Soci-
ety (Registered Society), Graf-
s cha ft

"* I. a) Introduction

th Assessment of the bi'logically dangerous impurities in
the atmosphere is not directed solely at the chemical peculiar-
ity of the materials in suspension. To the contrary, physical
characteristics and properties are also of decisive siCgnifi-
canoe. In this conneotion,>exaot information about the depth
of penetration and the deposition of aerosols in the respira-
tory system is of fandamental importance for aerobiological
problems., This. -stan4.& to reason all the miore Lp ýhe different
construction of the various mucosa components in 1he respira-
tory system as well as their special faiotion ir.taken into
consideration. How many particles of a certain fraction from
the aerosol spectrum are laid dowmn on specially resorptive
membranes is therefore decisive as regards the biological
hazard of an aerosol that is injurious to the health. The
ability of an aerosol to penetrate the airways and the deposi.
tion of the particles depend essentially on the size of the
individual particles, FIN..aloalated purely theoreti-
cally what size aerosoi\'partioles must have in order to be
deposited in rather larA~number if certain sections of the
lungs. In approximation of anatomical conditions he took into
consideration Brownian moleoular movement, the force of grav-
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ity and flow conditions in the bronchi. lie found that thae
optimum particle size for an aerosol's penetration of the air-
ways was a diameter between 0.1 and 5 1. , Further factors such
as temperature and moisture in the air passages as wll as
hygroscopic behavior, surface properties and electrical charge
of the particles can alter sedimentation conditions.

b)- The Scattered-light Method of Measurement

Aerosol research has for many years been concerned with
knowledge about the retention of colloidal systems, especially
in the respiratory tract. Research results have in part been
very different so that a reexamination using the scattered-
light method of measurement seemed purposeful. During our ex-
periments the retention of a few, physically and chemically
very different aerosols in the respiratory tract was measured.
The most important device in these measurements was a scattered-
lidht particle counter (ROYCO), which made it possible to eval-
uate aerosol spectra in a few minutes. The registration of
particles and the simultaneous measurement of particle size
take place in -he following manner (Figure 1):

k1 ins$As ys tern

Photmult. tiplier Aerosol

.•~~~~ ""-i• . ,. d' ;
I ?rinzip edes Streu-

.- , "ich:-Xessver-ahrens
kifsensys ter

IessZolle

I

Aerosol

Figure 1. Working principle of soattered-light
method of measurseunt

1. Lens system
2. iLmp3. Moesuring element
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A small =ount of an aerosol that is to be investigatedis sucked away and conducted thro-Cjh a measuring element, In

this element the aerosol flov, crosses an Intensive light bean,The Passing aerosol particles scatter the light at a ri~htf
anglA to the direction of the liaht beam into a photomultipli-

or %Zioh transform the flashes of light into electrical pulses.
The intensity of the flash of light that is produced when an
individual particle crosses the light beam is a function of
particle size, so that the pulses of the multiplier character-
ize particle size. The electrical pulses are sorted according
to size, are counted and the result printed out. Depending On
the density of the aerosol, an aerosol spectrum ranging from
0.1 to 5 " can be run through in 0.3 to 10 minittes of measur-ing time.

o) Eciuipiment for Measurement of Retention

The equipment for measuring the retention of aerosols
in the respiratory system consists essentially of three parts
(Fig••e 2):

1) atomizer or aerosol generator with dilution system
and aerosol olannel;

2) mouthpiece with one each electromagnetically con-
trolled inspiration and expiration valve;

3) expiration- or measurement channel with particle
counter.

Sorving as aerosol generator is a =iUER ring nozzle,
operated by compressed air. The density of the aerosol in
the aerosol channel can be varied by means of a dilution sys-
tem with the addition of filtered compressed air in the ratio
of 1:100. Atomizer and dilution system are so proportioned
that 50 liters of aerosol per minute are always delivered
into the aerosol channel. Maximum inspiration requirement
can be provided from reserve pipe so that respiration mechanics
are not impeded even in case of hyperventilation. The oonoen-
tration and the aerosol spectrum can be kept practically con-
stant for several minutes.

The electromaegnetic inspiration- and expiration-valves
on the mouthpiece are controlled by a step-by-step relay. An
indicator lamp, operating synchronously with the step-by-step
relay, informs the experimental person of the beginning of the
inspiration and expiration phase. The step-by-step relay Is
powered by a polse generator of fixed-adjustable frequency.
Thus, on the one hand, the sub jeot is Obliged to breathe uni-
formly while, on the other hand, it is easily possible to
open the expiration valve within a certain interval of the ex-
piration phase only and to fill the measuring pipe with re-

t.
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fapir~a_ air of preocisoly this.t fr4 tier,, of. 'the cxpira tion phase,
The 1e06aining expired air escapesos71to the atmosphere (if the
uspIrvi.on-.. and esxp i atimon va , .1s olosed).

.3.

ff2.

FLegee 2. •bperimntal set-.p for measurement

of retention

1. Atomizer 9. MJeasuring channel
2, Dilation system 10, 'Warm air blower
3. Aerosol Ohannel U1. Warm air
4. Reserve pipe 132, oattered-light parti-
a. Mouthpiece Ole ootwte
6. Safety valve 136. Step-by-step relay
7. Inspiration valve 14. Ouzwent supply far
8. 2 e1ration valve solenoid

The measuring channel, to which The partiole counter is
connected,. is kept at a te•perature of abou.t 38C in order to
avoid omndesati•to of the respired air, In the Ieasurin. can.-I
nel there Is a wall, slowly operating ventilator ' oh assures
sufficient interafttars, of the aerosol in the channel. The

* vOlame of the measaring channel is about four liters.oU ILL
I.. a) SeoR!a And Total Retentn of, ,to: Ae*rosols

Retentioam of latez aerosols was investigated first.
uspensions of sphai oal ]Ats particles of moat2y defined

prtio2a sies are available on the maIkst and can serve for



the production of monodispersed aerosols. The scattered-lig ht
particle counter wias calibrated with such monodispersed latex
aerosols. Naturally, the measurement error of the scattered-
light particle counter is less in the case of monodisporsed
aerosols consistinL of spherical particles than in the case of
aerosols of a different kind. For this reason and because
latex aerosols of lor, concentration are harmless besides, re-
tention measurements were conducted first.with latex aerosols.

The procedure for retention measurement ras as follows.
First of all, the aerosol spectrum produced by the atomizer
was measured. For this purpose the inspiration- and expira-
tion-valve was opened, and the reserve pipe and mouthpiece
closed. The aerosol flowed from the atomizer through the
aerosol channel and the mouthpiece into the measuring pipe.
After about a minute both valves were closed and the atomizer
turned off. The particle aounter sucked away a part of the
aerosol in the measuring pipe and registered the particle
sp ectram.

Durine measurement the pulses delivered by the photo- I
multiplier of the particle counter were observed oscillograph-
iblly. In order to avoid incorrect measurements, the density
of the aerosol was so adjusted that the multiplier pulses did
not follow one another too closely. In all the experiments
the particle density of the aerosol was about 100 particles
per cubic centimeter.

After measurement of the spectrum,, all the equipment
was rinsed with filtered compressed air. Iumediately after-
wards the atomizer was set in motion again, and the aerosol
flowing through the aerosol channel inhaled throuGh the mouth-
piece and exhaled into the masur mG channel. 'The valves were
automatically opened and closed, as just described. Respire-
tory rhythm was thus fixed. In oll the measuramnts inspire-
tion and expiation took place by the mouth. Brathing
through the nose was precluded by a nose clamp. In each in-
stance 20 breathe were taken per measurement. Respiration
freq.,enoy vias always 17 breaths per minate. On termination of
the experiment the expired aerosol In the measuring pipe was
measured.

FPLurs 3 shows a partiale spectrum of a latex aerosol
whose particles (aocordLnc to Information from the produwor)
have a diamoter of 1.306p . Curve I shows the aerosol spea-
tu 1mproduced by the atomizer, Ou.rve II the spectrum of an
expired 1.305 /" latex aerosol. ?article diameter in A is
plotted on the abscissa, and particle number per cubic centi-
moter of air on the .cedinate. The abscissa is graduaed 6
linearly, the ordinate logarithmioally.
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1
Kurve I: h.crosoi-So•ktifu, eines

1.305 j Latex-AveosotI

2K~erf T f: Spektfgns eines aus-
poeateeten' Loteit-Aerosols

4 Teilch#Adur ,ehrns sct d

I-D .2 1. 16 'R zo2.0 2 4 2 .6 2 .0 AD ~

•ue 53. latex aeasol speotra

A s:

1. Ct•-ve 1: Arowl spectrum of a 1,305 I latex
aerosol

2. Cur~ve, II: •;eotz=J of an axezdod l.ater aerosol

3. Partolce0.1. /t. obmnel witdUh 30 oaa3
4. Parta•lso disaeter d

FL7uze 4 shows aerosol speotra of a 0,55/ /7 latex
aerosol.

•rom masuEin2 te Iood. inspired and expi•ed, the

ont of the aeroI depos••td in the espiratory Vye ma or
tUs wtention can be aalamlated. (ft the partiole otunter
IA maeasurLng tIU aerosox spetoum produced by %be atomizer In,
a de6inite size int a-val, *. o . in the interval 0,5-0.6/, g
had aftated N1 particles, and N8 particles durLnu muasuredeat

of the sapzlVr* a8rosoI in the samo size interval the per-
ontege .r•tention of aoobol2.-pawtioles o. this l.so

NI
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N . ,4 Kan•cl.rt',stc 23ce f
ve I' Spektrum times 3,0557,J

.LotON - Aerosols
t 'Kv rwe , SpekJrum *#elejs o";r -

-meftn 0.557Au LoteO-heroso's
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100--

T ei 01clndurc me r s s r

0.1 0) 04 10.6 0.8 1.0 j11 4 I '6 1.8 2.0 V2.2 4

?iguxe 4. latex aerosol spectra.
Keys: V .i

1. Carve 1: Spcatram of a 0.5M7 m latex aarc:'
2. Curve 11: Speotrum of an ezxpired 0.557 .a latex

aerosol
. Particle

0.1 ,,A ohanno wldlth 30 ca .
4. Partiole diameter d

Pie-re 5 shows the retention of latex aerosols as a
;notion of partile aize*. Indicated on the abscissa is parti-
ale diameter in A, and on the ordinate retention In -.Arento
apea. It can be seen that retention for latex partiales be-
tween 0.2 and 0.4 /c dLa zter is about 3a..;, Retention in-
eresses constantly with particle diameter. Fer particles be-
tween 3 and 4 , it in about 9PI. Thb plotted measures val-
ues are mean values from five masarements in wecb instance.
Oonditions of the experient wace: inspiration and expira-
tion tJu*Aoh th mouth; 17 deep breaths per minate.

Me curve agrees very well with a retention curve
measured by VWX.1 and ;ATTISON (PUCES, The Ueohanizcs of A•ro-

solsq page 236).
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Pig=*z 5, Total. retntiOU. Of 2ntoZ a4roSo2
in Z.e respratoi7 tract

Zey: 1, 7artiole disamter dj

Al.l that can be inf arred from this re teation eurvo is
abat peroentage rate of particles of a certain size vas de-
posited in the respiAatory syrtem alto~ether. is for tie zite
of tho deposition, no statanot can as yet be made from this
measuraaent. In furier ez-aprimnts, thare:re, lo3oalizat•Aon
of the aaroIols deposited in tb brondhial system would e ve
to be clarified.

In Us course of an expiration the respired air in-
OeeaIt y MtaiUL= &actions froz deeper section s of the

Tha respired aw oriCginting Iron the bronchial systen
oGntais In the first freotios tractions origi•Atior from
the laroe broaelcL, ike~as at the end of the e.pIr:tion al-
Yeolsz a1i Is sadsi2d. Nov dtbh ou experimental set-up It Is
possible to masore the aerosol speotm of different froaotion
of expired air. 2ho deposition site of the aerosol can be
Judged aplrozxmte 2y ftom b diffesing aerosol conoceatration
of suseessive e•otcas at expired sir.

FM a rough deter•minatim of •he aerosol deposition site
BI



In the respixator. system the expiiation pbase vas divided into
four Lr,=e intervals of eqaal time, ur thl expired air was
divided into four •ractions.

Tu b•ein .,ith, retention of the air exhaled in the first
quarter of the expixtion phaoe vas measured. In the .oOess.
the expiration valve of the step-by-step relay was controlled
so that it opened only during the first quarter of the ezpira-
tion phase. Only the air expired dur inC this time reaehed the
measuzing eb.anel; the air expixed afterwards flowed via a
safety valve fron the mouthpiece into the -tmosphere. Ulfter
20 uniform breaths the measuring chamael vas filled with air
Crcm the fIrst cqtrt of the expiration phase, and the aeo-
sol spectrum of this air could be measured. The procedure vas
the same ith the other thxe. intervals of the expiration
pba so,

Re R teita Bb lwveSsung WQbr~fld rtfschiedefr, Ilter-

Slle ��dr Ausato m•Aua.e

O 0&

g.3

- .- . • -.

'LOJe 34 e

Pi6re 6. Retentica of latex aerosols

in the respiratory tract.
Keys:

1. Moswareaent during different intervals of the ex-
piration pbase

2, lapin-don phase
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Altogether three series of measurenents were conducted,
in each instance vwith a monodispersed latex aerosol, viz,

1. with a 0.365 2 latex aerosol,
2. with an 0.871 ^' and
3. vith a 2,68 ,, latex aerosol,

Figu':e 6 shows the result of this measurement. The re-
tention of 0.365 /w latex aerosol reveals a uniform increase
in retention from quarter phase to quarter phase. This makes
us conclude that there is uniform distribution of deposition
over the entire respiratery system.

Ret en Nion

-- Latex 0.365 u

---- Latex 0,071 a
so .....- Latex 2.55 M

s0o

501

30o

30 -- - -- - -- "-••20J
10 . ____

0 4 1M2 34 I $Austomphase1

Pigue 7. Differential retention of
latex aerosol.

Key: 1. apimtlon phase

The 0.871 j" aerosol shows 5O greater retention in the

first quarter phase than does the 0 .3 6 5 / aerosol. The
larger particles thus are already deposited more intensely in
the upper respiratory tract. This is shown even mcre clearly
in the case of 2.68 /4 latex aerosol, Already 871 of the in-
spired aerosol is deposited in the upper airways. The slight
increase in retention of the following fractions of expired
air shows that only relatively few of the 2.68 particles
were able to penetrate more deeply into the respiratory sys-
tem. This fact can be gathered more easily from the measure-
ment results if the increase in retention of successive frac-
tions is plotted In a diagram. Figure 7 ;lesents this reten-
tion increase which might also be called "differential re-
tention." "Differential retention" can be taken as a measure

10



of the deposition in difforent arts of the respiratory systea.
;,non the three diagrams are coz.pared, it can be perceived that
retention of the first fraction rises sharply wvith increasing
particle radius, .7hereas retention of the last fraction at
first rizeos with increasing pmrticle radius and then fall:; I
a•in. T1fhenac it can be conclutded 1) that the increase of 4
total retention vuth increasing particle diameter is caused
mainly by increasing deposition in the upper air%-mys and 2)
that deposition in the alveoli must have an optirurm value for
latex particles with a diameter of about 0. 9 / *4 Latex parti-
cles with a diameter larger than 3a I in practice hardly get
as far as the alveoli.

o) Nal Aerosol SpDectra

A hygroscopic aerosol in the respiratory tract behaves
in a fundarentally different vay from a ltex aerosol. The
particle size of a hygroscopic aerosol, say an aerosol made
up of NaCl particles, 13 highhy dependent on the moistness of
the gaseous phase in vbich it happens to be. This can easily
be observed with the scattered-light particle counter.

N1
Kcurrel: MoCl Aerosol in trockener ult

9Vrd 'dun ung I :23
2KurveII: Nq; Aerosol in 95Y. leuchler

ItO •_Lufl ,'Verdinnung 0)

Teii cI)n0Adrc Cn? ssr 0s

0)2 0.4 4 0.8 L.ý 12 1,5 2.0 3.3 .C.0 A.3

Figure 8. NaCJ aerosol spectra.
Keys: K. Curve I: NaOl aerosol in dry air. Dilation 1:20.

2. Curve II: Na01 aerosol in 95co moist air (diluxtion
0).

3. particle diameter d
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If, Lr excaple, a 1-molar NaCl solution [See Note) is
atomized and if by admixture of alou4t 95;? moist miced air it is
assured that the 'NaCl aerosol particles in the moist air of
the atomizer arrive in the particle counter, an aerosol spec-
trum is measured, as shmin by Curve II in Figure 8. MGe spec-
trum obviously has a maximum at 0.4 t.. It extends as far as

[Note]: In the NaCl aerosol experiments a 1-molar NaCl
solution was always atomized.

The possibility existed of admixing filtered to the
aerosol on the way from the measuring channel to the particle
counter in order to reduce the aerosol concentration. Now if
dry hot air is admixed to a moist NaCl aerosol in the ratio of
1:10 or 1:20, apart from the dilution of the aerosol a shift
Of the spectrum towards small particle diameters is observed.
Curve I shows the spectrum of an aeroswl diluted with dry hot
mixed air in the ratio 1:20. The density of thi's aerosol in
the measuring channel, however, by virtu-e of an increase in
the amount of aerosol generated by the atomizer was greater by
a factor of 20 than the density of the aerosol with the spec-
trum represented by Curve II. Comiprison of both spectra,
therefore,, causes us to perceive only a shift of the spectrum
towiards small particle diameters. It is to be noted that the
rise of Ouive I is about six times as great as that of the
straight part of Curve II. This means that the linear measure-
ments of the NaCl aerosol particles are about six times great-
er in 956 moist air than in dry air. Enlargment of the NaCl
aerosol particles in the moist respired air can likewise beObserved.

Figure 9 shows three aerosol spectra.

Curve I shows the s pectrum of an NaCl aerosol which
was in dry air from the atomizer to the particle counter and
which was additiona lly diluted between the measurine channel
and the particle counter with dry hot air in the ratio 1:10.

Curve II shows the spectrum of an expired Nael aerosol
diluted with dry hot air in the ratio 1:10. It may be assunmed
that during measurement of both these spectra the NaOl aerosol
particles flew through the measuring chamber of the particle
counter as practically dry salt crystals, i. e. NaCl crystal
aerosols were observed.

Curve III shoas the spectrum of an expired NaCl aerosol
without the addition of dry mixed air, i. e. the measurement
was made in moist respired air. This spectrum reveals a maxi-

12
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mum at 0.6 g4 and extends as far as 5 AL. Comparison of spec-
tra II and II* sho-s that th, NaC1 particles are about six
tires largw in moist respired air than in tho dried state.

1--Kurve Z' Sped:rum fine$ NCCI - A erosols
Z gemessen in trockener LuI ,'erd. 1:10)
i--. .KurveC'I: Spcklrum eine$ cusgeoln.cten

'Cl ,- Aerosols in getrocket.e- r " fl T
3 (verd. 1413)

"... ..... KurveLI: Ausgeetnetels NCl- Aerz,$sol

gemessen in feuchler Ate mluft1 N ". ([Verd. 0)

\Teilchendurchmessed d

"0.2 o 0. o La 7.0 ,.2 1 .5 d.0 so C.0 5.0.41

Figure 9. NaOl aerosol spectra.

Keys:

1. Curve I: Spectrum of an NaCl aerosol measured
in dry air (dilution 1:10)

2. Curve II: Spectrum of an expired NaCl aerosol in
dried air (dilution 1:10)

3. Curve III: IExpired NaCl aerosol measured in moist
air (dilution 0)

4. Partiole diameter d

d) Retention Measurements with NaCl Aerosols

The procedure during measurement of total retention of
NaOl aerosols in the respiratory system was, fandamentally,
exactly the same as during the corresponding latex aerosol
measurements. The NaCl aerosol was in dry air from the
atomizer up to the mouthpiece. hnus in practice NaCl crystals
were inhaled. Curve I shows the spectrum of such an NaCl
aerosol. The diameters of these particles grow about six-fold
in the moist respired air, as ooaiperlson uf spectra II and III
showed. In order to determine what fraction of the inspired

13



NaOC crystals vias deposited in the respiratory syste, the Ox-
pired moist XaCl acrosol particles have to be put back in the
state they wai'e in befoi'e inspiration. This is done, as al-
ready described, by admixing hot dry air to to the expired

eaCl. aerosol en route between the measurinC channel and the
particle counter.

Re ten hoa

de5

$0

10. lf eil~lhendjrcJli'ness e

Figure 10. Retention of NaCI aerosol in
the respiratory tract.

Key: 1. Particle diameter d

FiguIe 10 shows the result of such a retention measure-
mont. The plotted measured values are mean values, usually
from five retention measurements. The form of the ourve is
similar to the retention oarve of latex aerosols,

Of interest is a comparison of the HaDi retention curve
with the latex retention curve. Figure 11 presents a oompari-
son of these ourves. If the partiole-size values of the NaC1
retention curve are multiplied by the factor 6, a curve is ob-
tained which practically coinoides with the latex retention
curve. By reason of their growth in the moist air of the
respiratory passages the inspired NaCl crystals in the respira-
tory system thus behave in the same way as do latex particles
six times as large. DAUEE•AND and I'1AIMNCRST (C. N. D.V7ZS,
I;ealad Particles and Vapourn, page 117) come to similar ex-
Kpalmental results.

A
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3.23.5 1.0 I.S 2.3 2. 3.0 3. 4.0 5S S0

Figure 11- ComTrison of retention of NaC.l and-j
latex aerosol in the respiratory traot.

Keys:

1. Transfored NaS l curve

2. Partiole diameter d

Then, just as in the case of the latex aerosol, NaCi
retention of different phases of expired air was measured.
Figure 12 shows the retention of four tractions of the expired
air for Na6l crystals %ith a diameter of 0. l-0.2ý4 (Ouxre I)
and for NaCl crystals vith a diareter of 0.3-0.4 ".(Curve II).
For comparison, the oorresponding ourves for an 0 871 1A latex
aerosol and a 2.68 jA latex aerosol are dramn in {Curves III
and IV). The NaCl retention curves lie between the latex
curves. This is understandable if it is assumed that the NaOl
aerosol particles in the respiratory system behave as do latex
particles about six times as large. A 1 1A latex aerosol would
then correspond to the 0.15-0.2 ý Na0l aerosol, and a 2/A
latex aerosol to the 0.3-0.4 /x NaCl aerosol.

From the relatively hijh retention of the first frao-
tion the oonolusion oan be drawn that NaC1 particles Gro al-
ready in the upper regions of the respiratory system so that
a great part of them is already deposited there,

1.
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'• etfltiej 1. defoe~ 2: 7ei~chendurchnesser" 0.3 - 0.4.
S! Zym 'Er~h~ich

)Kurvt 17, ate 2,68 u

70 4
,0,-o• - - - ____ _____....

232

50 1 24 1 Z alunsA

Figure 12. Retention of NaC1 aerosol iL the roe-
pLratory traot, measured in different Intervals

of the expiration phase.
Keys:

1. Ouxve I: Partiale diazster: 0.15 - 2#
OC ae II: Partlale diameter: 0.5 - 0.4,x

For o ompar looncurve Inl: atex 0 .8 7 1 /A.
0urve IV: Latex 2.68/c

2. kplration phase

e) Meaewr•ent o-c the Retention of Cigarette Smoke-

It was also a ttmpted to mnasure the retention of cig-arette roks. The 4Lioulty in the measurements is that the
aerosol speotrva of a nigearete chatges so rapidly that repro-
dueible wasweante 8 axe posetble only at great co•t. Less-uremans of the retention of cigarette smoga are f•ull ofrelatively large ences.

FiSgoe 23 shows first two spectra of oarette smoke.Ourve X shoos the aerosol speotrim ot a cigarette withoent atilter, and Ourve 11 the speotrum of a filter ieiprette. The
aerosol particles are mwaler than 1 4, with the mnaximum of
the spectrum Wo~bs2y lying in the vicinity of 0.1/w. Fiu.

M-W t777ý7,17
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ure I shoVe t,1 Loasu'red retention valuee for oitrette rmomo.
They are in tho vicinity of the latex retention owrv,

too

Ap

F1.p~~e3.. Alerosol, &-eoa;:e o:4' ciglarette sw oke.

2u i'a ve ::: Zg- ete with 9•t1e
31 .arti, ae

0.1• channel width 350 om am4. i;;Ucole diameter d

On the basis, the ?bse examples us o an oh on 'th an
urCent Iroblem in aewosol recearch, viz. •:moiled•,v as t;o the
depoeitLon oZ -particles of d-CerJkg jhavior in the rospira-
tary *sat*, can be oldrtf 184 by meart of our experimental r•o-
oedure with-In certain limits of err'or. .-Ilthin tho frauw.,ork
of such investi~ations, hcoweer, theo dyn~mos of the trs~slfOr-
motion of aerosol systems in the respiratory tract alsodo -
serve the special attentioa of researah,1. Meawhile, we ha•ve '
satosoeded i~n oonatnnous51y anoompass•n th •€m•untl reaction ?
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possibly, in 4fu4ie interestinj perspectiveo on the transforn-
mation processes of aerosol vj./t'er ini the mspfra-'ory tr'ot
will be obtainod, nld therewuith assesmont of the hazard of
an aerosol -- at least at far as its physical quality is con-
oOrned -i is possible.

Re. 1:i.W.

, kCve 1: RetI RtiteO we ze hI t EteS*moke

e Cava7: Reteti• weo e tof tex-A ereoel
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3i rte U Retention of oigarte4 aaoke inthe resp•. al~oy 1aot

i.1 Otave I: Retontion of oi~arette amoks
2. Ounve II: Retezition of latex aer'osol
3. Pae'tiole 4limet•' 4

?roiraanoe of this work was =odo possible by finanoial
suoort of the XoonozLU LUniary :Mr North Rhine-Vestpballae
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